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Ancilla Hartbrook

Ancilla is a player character played by Charaa.

Ancilla

Species & Gender: AI Female
Date of Birth: 35日 9月 YE 39
Organization: New Dusk Conclave
Occupation: Power Armor AI Partner (Infantry)

Rank:
Current Placement: Power Armor Infantry
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Physical Description

As a power Armor AI, Ancilla would appear a volumetric image. Primarily to
the user of the armor she’s installed on. However, being that she’d spent a
lot of time around Elizabeth "Spark" Hartbrook-Pine her appearance has
begun to be influenced by the Fenrir clone. Her hair was platinum blond
and with some influences from Spark, her hair was cut short, and in a more
neater frumpy mop. Like a lot of Pines, Fenir clones, and Oaklens, Ancila
also had crimson eyes.

She has a very obvious hourglass figure, with slightly wider hips and almost non existent bust. She
appears to be about 20 cm (7.9 Inches) in size, when seen through the helmet, but can get to be about
6'3, when transferred to a ship’s Volumetrics emitter. At first her body appeared heavy in muscle, but as
Spark’s relationship with her love grew and developed her body changed somewhat, as did her
appearance to become something like a child between her and Anne.

Personality

Ancilla is an AI that is something in between therapy chatbot, and Power Armor AI. Others think she’s just
a dumb AI because she fails the sentience tests, but she’s actually quite intelligent as she’s been with
Spark since her partner’s involvement with the R1 SPA program. She’d been learning and growing, but
like an operator that adored BW-V-Starbreakers Ancilla loved being a power Armor AI and thought that if
she proved she was sentient and intelligent, that she might not get to be an Power Armor AI anymore

She believes that if Elizabeth "Spark" Hartbrook-Pine had to don power armor of any kind, she had to be
there, to aid her. Of course, if not her, then the only other AI she’d be fine with partnering up with Spark
would be spark’s niece, Nyx Pine. She knows of Nyx’s capability, and how in sync the two could be
together. She considered Spark as a very close friend, almost to the point of sisterhood.

History

Ancilla was created during the Section 6 Days, as a Power Armor AI, where she was paired with Elizabeth
"Spark" Hartbrook-Pine who was both a soldier, and a tester for the Revanant Power Armors. Since her
“birth” he was at home not only in the power armor, but also on board ships or places Spark was
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stationed. When Spark tested tech, she was at her side. The two of them became friends and Spark
began noticing her friend was sentient, something she’d been hiding and purposefully failing sentient
tests due to her fear that she wont be able to be a Power Armor AI.

She’d seen how another infomorph like her had been proven that she was sentient, but was not allowed
to be a Power Armor ai, and be partnered with her partner. This affected Ancilla and caused her to make
the lie. In recent times, She and Spark was a part of an exchange program. Unfortunately Ancilla caused
a incident in which she took her Revant power armor to go socialize, unfortunately on star army ships
that wasn’t allowed. This caused her some distress, but things were taken care of.

Ancilla was given a special body that her AI disk was compatible with and was able to use that to
socialize.

Skills Learned

Ancilla has the following notable skills:

Cyberhacking
Power Armor AI assistance

Social Connections

Ancilla is connected to: NDC Ground Forces "Duskerian Legion"

YSS Koun Megami
Koun Crew

Elizabeth "Spark" Hartbrook-Pine
Angela Hartbrook
Nyx Pine
Sadow Masami
Bjorn Wikkedson
Kari Sunde
Pierre Ruike

Inventory & Finance

KAIMON/Ascendant Colleague

Salvage

SSCC-XL containing pure Nickel
Crate of Lorath Ammunition - Artillery (90mm - 200mm)
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Ancilla
Civilian Shoes, Common (YE 45 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 52-82, IC: 4321-133717-128)
Frozen food from a ship's galley (YE 45 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 16-23, IC: 409-37570-38)
Refrigerated Crate of Jiyuuan Beef (YE 45 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 70-85, IC: 6007-138777-147)
Complete Exo-Skeleton Arm (YE 45 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 37-85, IC: 3202-138862-118)
Major components of an AI system (YE 45 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 11-90, IC: 1047-147117-100)

OOC Information

This article was created on 2022/11/09 16:13 using the namespace template.

In the case charaa becomes inactive:

If I become inactive before Madi Harper leaves, then custody of Ancilla once again reverts back to her.

Charaa’s Will

Character Data
Character Name Ancilla
Character Owner Charaa
Character Status Active Player Character
Current Location YSS Kōun
NDC Character Database
NDC Career Status Active Duty
NDC Branch Legion
NDC Job Code WI Infantry
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